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Blood: sometimes, it’s not in you to give
Canadian Blood Services has changed the eligibility criteria for MSM
donors (men who have had sex with men), they are still
unable to donate unless they have been abstinent for five years
Kaity Brown
News Editor
Canadian Blood Services (CBS)
came to campus on Jan. 16,
recruiting students and faculty
to donate blood but not all were
welcome to donate.
Andrew Neild stood by the
clinic that day and rallied with
a sign that said “Is my blood not
good enough?”
An able and willing candidate
for blood donation, Neild has
one problem standing in his way:
Question 19 on the donation
form, which reads “Male Donors:
In the last five years, have you
had sex with a man, even once?
Y/N”
“Frankly, I really hate the
question. I mean, it’s really
none of their business. If they
are really concerned and trying
to protect the public, there
are a heck of a lot of groups
that are having significant
risks concerning HIV and STI
infections, specifically certain
age populations in heterosexual
women,” Neild said.
“They are not keeping up with
the times.”
Canadian Blood Services
representative Marc Plante said
their rationale for Question 19
was based on Health Canada’s
most recent statistics.
“The most recent statistics, as
published in the Public Health
Agency of Canada’s 2011
report, HIV and Aids in Canada:
Surveillance Report to December
31, 2011 indicates that in terms
of risk of HIV, MSM (men who
have sex with men) is still the
leading risk exposure in Canada;
MSM accounted for 48.6 per cent
of all new infections reported
to PHAC,” said Marc Plante,
Communications Specialist for
the Canadian Blood Services,
in an email interview with the
Reflector.
“Answering YES to [Question
19] would make that person
ineligible to donate blood for
five years.”
Neild confirmed that the data
was correct.
“In terms of the population
growing, not the percentage of
cases currently, you’re looking at
an increase in Aboriginal females
at the moment,” Neild said.
The Canadian Blood Services
board of directors passed a
motion in 2011 for there to be
more discussion surrounding
the conditions for MSM blood
donations. The McLaughlin
Report, commissioned in 2007,
indicated that changing the
condition from a life-time ban
to a one year requirement
of abstinence would not be
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Andrew Neild rallies on Jan. 16 during the Blood Donor
Clinic to inform students about Question 19 on the blood
donation form that prevents homosexual males to donate
blood unless they have been abstinent for five years.
considered safe. However, they
determined that there was no
clear evidence that a five-year
deferral would be problematic.
“After extensive consultation
and data, it was agreed that five
years was an acceptable first
step by patient and community
groups in reducing the current
deferral policy,” said Plante.
But who outlined these criteria
to begin with?
In t he mid-1980’s, t he
Canadian Red Cross Transfusion
Service introduced a donor
selection criterion that excluded
all MSM since 1977 in order to
protect the blood supply from
HIV.
In 1992, blood products
became regulated by Health
Canada and thus the precedent
car r ied t hrough. Finally,
Canadian Blood Services took
over as operator of the national
blood system in 1998.
“The decision to change from
life-time to five was a good
one,” said Neild. He says he also
understands the rational for the
previous criteria.
“A life-time ban really didn’t
make a lot of sense. But at the
same time I understand why
they had to put in a life-time ban
in the first place: when they put
it to lifetime after the issue with
AIDS in the 80’s I understand
why they did it because at that

time they were dealing with a
huge epidemic and they really
didn’t have another option.”
When asked whether they
thought the rationale for the
exclusion for homosexual
males to donate stemmed from
an outdated paradigm, Plante
said: “No, it is based on current
statistics from PHAC. As well,
any changes to the record of
donation or how we collect blood
must be met and approved by our
regulator, Health Canada.”
Despite the fact that the
Canadian Blood Ser vices
has deemed the one year
requirement of abstinence too
short, Neild argues for it.
“But since [the AIDS issue
in the 80’s] they have gotten
significantly better in terms of
medical advancements and I
think that five years is still too
long. You can accurately see if
someone is going to have AIDS
or HIV.”
Neild says that in the U.K. and
in Australia they have pushed it
to one year.
But another rationale that
the CBS has for Question 19 is
that, despite the diligent testing
systems they have in place,
no test can be 100 per cent
perfect and so, in light of that,
elimination of that possibility
is what they say is necessary
– a “better safe than sorry”

approach.
“In fact, there is still a window
period of one to two weeks in
which a person who has been
infected with HIV will not
test positive. In addition, tests
can fail for technical reasons
or because the pathogen has
mutated. Furthermore, for
some pathogens there is no test
that exists to detect them,” said
Plante.
“Canadian Blood Services
tests every single unit of blood
we collect using state-of-theart testing methods. We test for
blood group and antibodies to
determine blood and Rh type;
syphilis, hepatitis B and C, West
Nile Virus, Chagas disease, and
Human T-Cell lymphotropic
virus HTLV-I and II. We also test
every unit of blood for HIV, using
world-class nucleic acid testing.”
Neild understands their
precautions in blood testing
but argues that the accuracy in
testing blood is a limitation in all
blood, not just cases of MSM.
“And they might be able to
come up with procedure, and
I’m sure they are working on
something right now, to be able
to test it without having to use all
the blood but at this point they
don’t have guarantee 100 per
cent that it is going to be clean,”
Neild said.
“Having a one year [criteria
for abstinence] I can definitely
understand, because you’re not
going to necessarily show the
signs … Because we are still
the number one group [at risk]
it makes sense to keep it at one
year. But five [years] is just too
long.”
The Canadian Blood Services
explained that they are not
targeting the characteristics
of an individual, but that they
create the plans in place based
on historical risks of diseases
spreading.
One example of this is the
spread of Mad Cow disease that
occurred in the U.K between
1980 and 1996.
“[…] people who spent more
than three months in the U.K.
between 1980 and 1996 are
deferred from donation due
to vCJD risk due to potentially
eating contaminated beef. This
is true even if the specific person
in question was a vegan during
their residency in the U.K. The
blood donor screening system is
simply not sophisticated enough
to take individual risk profiles
into account,” said Plante.
“Blood donor clinics are not
staffed to provide individual
medical risk consultation for
each donor. Thus, donors
are accepted or not based on
population risk categories, not

on their individual risk.”
Neild said that he will continue
to advocate and make students
aware of Question 19.
“What I would like students
to know is that it is there in the
first place. Just so that they are
aware of it and so that if they
feel the same way that I do that
they would put some pressure on
the Canadian Blood Services to
change their policy,” he said.
“As for where I see the overall
picture, you know on the radio
the Canadian Blood Services
needs blood campaign? It
infuriates me every single time,
it’s like you don’t want my blood
and yet you’re begging for it at
the same time. If they truly want
it they should be able to take it.”
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Candy:

King.com’s Candy Crush
Saga, a smartphone app
and computer game, has
trademarked the world
‘candy’—and not only
in terms of other video
games using the world.
The trademark goes so
far as to prevent apps,
computer software,
clothing, ebooks and even
baby monitors from using
it as well.

Fire:

A fire at
a nursing
home in L’Isle Verte,
Quebec, is believed to
have been started by a
cigarette. Sources say
that one of the residents
asked if they could light
a cigarette outside but
the request was refused.
Shortly thereafter, a fire
started in a residents’
rooms. Eight have been
reported dead while 24
are still missing.

Harper:

The

Prime Minister called for
an emergency debate
regarding the ongoing
protests in Ukraine.
“We will continue to
work with our allies and
partners to determine
what the necessary and
the appropriate response
to all this should be,” he
said.
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Executives
fight for Fall
reading week
SAMRU’S executives join the
national movement for a week-long
break in Fall semester
Photo: Nathan Ross

Don Sharpe, left, was the paramedic who attended the call,
and was the one to present the certificate recognizing
MRU’s work to Chris Dawe, right, head of Recreation.

MRU heroes
recognized by AHS
Rec staff honoured for saving man
who had heart attack on campus
Nathan Ross
Web Editor
On Jan. 24, six heroes who saved
a man’s life were honoured.
Ayaz Kara suffered cardiac
arrest on Jan. 9 when using
the Mount Royal Recreation
facilities. Starting to feel the
effects of cardiac arrest while
playing squash, Kara left early.
Instead of ending up a tragic
story on campus, a team of six
Rec employees worked together
to save Kara’s life.
“I went up to the almighty, and
he said it’s not your time. And it’s
because you guys,” Kara said at
the conference.
Alberta Health Services hosted
the conference to honour Bjorn
Billehaug, Michael Dubnyk,
Simone Foster, Paul Hunka,
Terry Klan and Mike Skinner.
Each played a role in Kara’s
rescue, from performing CPR to
crowd control.
Dubnyk responded first when
Kara collapsed in the locker

room, and performed CPR
while calling for help. Billehaug
grabbed the AED, automated
external defribulator, and with
assistance from Hunka used it
to bring back Kara. While Foster
called 911, Skinner joined
Billehaug and Hunka in the
locker room. While this was all
happening, Klan took care of the
crowd.
Without all six performing
their tasks efficiently, Kara likely
would have died.
“It’s a great moment to be
here talking to you guys. When
all the things started happening.
Basically, I’m glad to be alive,”
said Kara.
Kara and his family have since
donated five AEDs to Mount
Royal University.

Kaity Brown
News Editor
Students’ Association of Mount
Royal University is joining in on
MRU’s Mental Health task force
by working step by step to propose a Reading Week for Fall
Semester.
Although the plan is in its first
stages, students can get involved
and support the initiative by
signing support forms found at
the reception desk of the SAMRU
office.
But MRU is not the only campus fighting for the fall break.
There are nine institutions in
Ontario that already have it
while U of A, U of C and U of S
are working towards one as well.
“So this is truly a national
movement actually. It is happening across the country that a lot
of campuses are realizing the relevance and importance of having
a reading week in the fall,” said
Missy Chareka, VP External.
Check out what Tristan Smyth
and Missy Chareka had to say
about the initiative.
The Reflector: Can you explain your plan, student council’s
plan, for a fall reading break?
Tristan Smyth: It is not really a student council plan, it is
something that this executive
team, primarily me, has been
working on and we have been
talking about it practically since
September. Just with administration and how they feel about it
there are still a lot of different
details that have to be ironed out
especially in terms of the amount
of instructional days.

Missy Chareka: And just to
give you some context, I’m sure
you know we have a fall reading
day, and that was implemented
by Aaron Delamont — who was
also the VP Academic at the time.
Initiatives like these are not student council’s necessarily but
rather executive members.
TR: Why do you think MRU
needs this?
TS: It ties into these ideas of
mental health, and sort of giving
student not a break but just time
to think and work. Recently the
national college health assessment came out and that interviewed a lot of MRU students and
across Canada and we ranked
ourselves and we ranked not all
that well on mental health. So
there needs to be some changes
made at Mount Royal and so
that’s really one of the reasons
that we want to do this; to give
students some time during the
middle of the semester to catch
up or work ahead if they are already caught up.
TR: Can you give students a
run-down of what this process
looks like?
TS: Moving forward, I will
be meeting with the Provost
Advisor y Council in early
Febuary, and then probably individually work with the deans
to make sure that with each individual program that the dates
can actually work like especially
nursing has some odd start dates.
So in working from there, a proposal will be taken forward to
the General Faculties Council
where it will be voted on and
then that will be the final step in

the process.
TR: Have you brought this up
with students at MRU yet?
TS: Yes. We have our form of
support. There are several different copies circulating. We have
this so that we can propose this
idea and the changes in policy
and we can also say ‘this is a sampling of our students but this is
how many signatures we have’.
So we are hopeful that lots of
students will sign this form of
support. But it is not a petition
just a way of showing support for
the idea.
TR: I am wondering about
your interview with QR 770.
They seemed like they objected
to the idea. Have you had any
other objections as well? Has it
been a struggle?
TS: The negative feedback
had just more been students asking how it is going to affect their
schedules and making sure that
this one idea doesn’t ripple out
negatively and all of the sudden
we are having to start the semester way, way early. We don’t
want any of that. We want to
make sure that everything that
happens is for the best of all students. But most feedback from
students and faculty has been
overwhelmingly positive.
MC: If you listen to the entire
interview there is a lot of mention about how ‘well we went
to school and we did just fine’
so why should we be getting a
break. I think that is a very invalid point because the lives that
our students are living are very
different. When you are commuting to school, you’re working two
jobs, some of our students have
children so it’s a very different
lifestyle. So to make that ‘you just
have to toughen up and make it
through school’ argument can be
quite invalid.
TS: And we do know that statistically across Canada students
are working more not just school
work per se but outside of school
work so there is a giant workload
for them.

Flu fear frenzy not an issue at MRU
Amidst province-wide vaccine shortages, Wellness Services at MRU gave
out fewer flu shots this year than in previous years
Kyla Bodley
Contributor
The flu vaccine has been a hot
topic as of late, with the province of Alberta experiencing a
shortage of vaccines due to an
outbreak of the H1N1 virus.
Conversely, Wellness Services
at Mount Royal University experienced a surplus of vaccines.
This year, approximately 800
people received flu shots out of
the 1100 vaccines they had to
hand out.
Wellness Services administrator, Francesca Simon, attributes
the Alberta-wide shortages mostly to being understaffed at the
clinic and too long wait times.
The flu vaccine, which has H1N1
antibodies, is not a mandatory

shot for most people. However,
Alberta Health Services recommends the vaccine for all
Albertans who are six months
of age and older.
Shannon Evans, senior communications officer with Alberta
Health Services stated via email
that “this recommendation is
made because all Albertans are
at risk for influenza, and, without annual influenza immunization, administered each season,
every Albertan remains at risk.”
A poll of 50 university students
confirmed that only 20 per cent
popped into a clinic or pharmacy
to receive their vaccination. The
majority of those 20 per cent
were female, the bulk of which
were nursing students who had
to get the vaccine for their work

term.
A number of reasons were
given by the student body as to
why not to get a flu shot, such as
a fear of needles.
Another resounding reason
was that most students believed
that as healthy individuals they
did not feel like the vaccine was
something that they needed.
Emily Harrison, a student at
MRU, does not agree with the
vaccine, believing that it only
protects you from certain strains
and it is best for your body to
fight off the flu naturally.
Simon contradicted the belief
that the young and healthy do
not need flu shots.
“The H1N1 virus attacks
people in their prime of life.
Typically the flu hurts older

people and young kids and people who are sick. H1N1 doesn’t
discriminate, it actually attacks
a lot of healthy young people,”
he said.
Every year, MRU’s Wellness
Centre puts on an aggressive advertising campaign alerting the
campus of their five-day clinic
held in November. The posters
strewn about the campus have a
clear message: Take Care.
Simon elaborates, stating
that even if you are a healthy
individual, by not getting the
flu shot you compromise those
around you. Influenza can take
a couple of days to incubate and
show symptoms, and unknowing
carriers can infect others who are
vulnerable to it.
Alt hough Mount Royal

University did not experience
a shortage of vaccines, Simon
thinks the media frenzy that
helped contribute to the mad
rush of people wanting to get
immunized holds value; it has
made people more aware of the
importance of getting a flu shot.
“The province wants everyone
to get immunized because then
you have a ‘herd immunity’ - it
costs a lot of money and it is a
lot of hardship for people that
get sick and land in hospitals.
The more people get vaccinated,
the more people are protected.”
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learn to push your chairs
in when you leave the class.
kthxbai

All depts.: 403.440.6268
Fax: 403.440.6762
TheReflector@TheReflector.ca

@GritTalk: @margymaclibrary
thanks for the great session
you did w/ my students
yesterday! They took a lot
away from it. #MRU

@bonesdp: Live tweeting
sociables for the next half
hour. Tune in here!
#mru #partytime
@ErinKelsy:
#mru @TimHortons has an
express drink line now ?! Oh
yeaaa about time

@WriterSean5: The
flashing stop signs and
pedestrian signs at #MRU
are quite possibly the most
irritating / obnoxious thing
I’ve ever seen while driving.

@mnschramm:
My reaction when I see
any form of PDA in the
halls #killyourself
#foreveralone #MRU

Visit us online
at TheReflector.ca,
on Facebook or on
Twitter @ReflectThis

What would you do if we had a
Fall reading week?
“Go home to Hinton,
Alberta.”
Jordan MacLean
Criminal Justice

“Study, history class of
the future.”
David Jackson
History

“Work more to pay for
tuition.”
Jennifer Miko
Psychology

“Go on a vacation. ”
Tyler Eskesen
Business

“Skiing or something.”
Jeff Barrett
Business

“Go somewhere, hang out
and sleep.”
Amu Bagjan
Open Studies

the reflector
Wyckham House
Mount Royal University
4825 Mount Royal Gate SW
Calgary, AB T3E 6K6
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@pzylik: hey #MRU students -

The Reflector welcomes
newsworthy submissions from
all students and community
members. While the right of
editorial comment is reserved for
editors of The Reflector, opinion
pieces may be submitted as
letters to the editor, and may be
published on the editorial page as
such. The Reflector reserves the
right not to publish submissions
deemed by the Publishing Editor
to be offensive.
Complaints arising from the
content of the paper should be
directed to the Ombudsboard.
This board has been established
as a mediator between the
Reflector Publications Society
staff and its readership.
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Fall fallback
Finally, we’ll get a week off.
Just when you t hought
you would never fulfill that
hallucinogenic mid-fall alcoholic
Mexican vacation you’ve been
craving for — the Students’
Association of Mount Royal
University is fighting for you to
ditch your already neglected
responsibilities and dying work
ethic, and enjoy yourself for an
extra three work days with their
Fall reading week.
That’s what Calgary’s leading
talk radio station and conservative
think-tank, QR77, would have you
believe.
The radio station spoke to
SAMRU’s VP Academic Tristan
Smyth last week regarding his
bold proposition to create a
Fall Reading Week that is also
being debated at the University
of Calgary, the University of
Alberta and the University of
Saskatchewan.
The interview expressed that
many of the people in QR77’s
targeted audience went to school
without a Fall break and did
just fine, disregarding Smyth’s
acknowledgment of the work and
mental strain students often face
during a semester.
What QR, and those who agree
with them, fail to realize is that
mental health is a huge factor with
one of the largest at-risk groups for
suicide being peoples aged 18-40
according to statistics Canada.
This idea presented that
students facing daily stress of
work, school, family and personal
life should just tough it out,
without the community support
of their institution they pay
thousands of dollars to attend is
preposterous.
The simple fact is that yes,
many will use the extra days off
to skim responsibility, however,
those battling symptoms of
hopelessness, despair and
helplessness will not.
A week to catch up, a week to
let-go, a week to remember why
you are are in school, a week to
realize school isn’t right for you,
a week to speak to a therapist, a
week that could save someone’s
life... that’s what SAMRU is
rightfully proposing with a fall
reading week.
To suggest that time off is just a
continuing problem of millennial
laziness is, in itself, a lazy answer
to the complex problem of student
mental health. We should continue
to search out answers, as SAMRU
has done, to help people live happy
and fulfilled lives.
Simply saying that babyboomers didn’t have a Fall reading
break and therefore millennials
shouldn’t is a disrespectful answer
to people who are suffering daily
and who would beg for even one
day off.
- The Reflector Staff

Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.
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Rahul Chakravorty
Travel

The Reflector: When did you
graduate?
Rahul Chakravorty:
Convocation June 2013.
TR: What program were you in?
RC: BBA.
TR: Why did you choose that
program?
RC: A genuine interest in selfemployment and international
business.
TR: What were you aspirations
during school?
RC: To be a graduate free of
debt with a vehicle paid off and
enough for a down payment on a
property.
TR: How long did you spend deciding to go to work or travel?
RC: I worked hard for the five
years of schooling and a multitude of hours during the summer.
I virtually have not had a summer
in five years. My natural progression was to travel before putting
myself into an early grave. It was
a quick effortless decision.

TR: What made you want to
travel before going into the workforce?
RC: You can always make money. You have your entire life.
However life is a pursuit for happiness, after earning very competitive income while completing
school, I wanted to really understand what my motivations for
working hard were. Furthermore,
you can’t shotgun beers with 24
year olds when you are 35 and
have kids and a mortgage payment.

TR: Did you start looking for jobs
before graduation?
RC: I looked during my degree.
You will sink fast if you do not
plan ahead. Employers want experience not baby students fresh
out of university with no work
or travel experience. They want
to know you will be able to pull
your weight regardless of your
designation.
TR: Do you feel like you made
the right decision?
RC: Look at the pictures they will
tell you! Anybody that doesn’t
take time to be lost travelling
will probably take a lot longer to
find what they are looking for.
Don’t sit by idly. Get up and do
something, you could surprise
yourself.

Travel
vs.
work

Former MRU
students choose
differing paths to
success
Albina Khouzina
Features Editor

Features Editor
Albina Khouzina
featureseditor@thereflector.ca

Kyle Foyer
Work

The Reflector: When did you
graduate?
Kyle Foyer: I graduated in the
spring of 2013
TR: What program were you in?
KF: I was in BBA management
and got a finance minor.
TR: Why did you choose that program?
KF: I started out in general business and then once Mount Royal
became a university, I ended up
moving into their bachelor program to continue with finance
and get a full undergrad.
TR: What did you want to be
when you were little?
KF: I wanted to be a hockey player but that didn’t quite go to plan.

Photos courtesy: Rahul Chakravorty/
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TR: What were you aspirations
during school?
KF: Once I started studying finance, I wanted to either be a
wealth manager or work in corporate finance with an oil company.

TR: What made you want to go
straight into the work force?
KF: Well I ended up getting the
opportunity to work right away;
I thought it was a good decision
so I could get some experience so
I would have it on the resume and
figure out exactly what I want career path I’d like to take.
TR: Did you want to travel?
KF: Yes I definitely want to travel
to Europe and south East Asia. I
know starting work right away
set those plans back a little bit
but a least I have the experience
to work off and if I leave the firm,
the skills are transferable. Also
working right away will give you
the money to going on better vacations.
TR: How is your day to day at
work?
KF: I have a pretty independent
role with RBC so a lot of my work
is dealing with clients and their
accounts. I help the firm reduce liabilities be moving non-target clients to somewhere where they’re
better suited for their investment
strategy. A lot of the time I’m on
the phone with clients and trying
work with them to find the best
place for them to hold their assets.

Birth control:
myths and facts
What does taking the pill
do to your body?
Anne Ekwere
Contributor
Birth control comes in many
forms: abstinence, patches, pills,
shots, female and male condoms,
Intrauterine device (IUD) and the
morning-after pill.
With all the old wives’ tales
about birth control, it’s important
to stay educated about what birth
control is right for you. According
to Planned Parenthood, women
put a lot of thought into what
method of birth control to use
for thousands of years, but in today’s society the popular choice
for many is the birth-control pill.
It’s a pill that basically tricks your
body into thinking it is already
pregnant. So why is the pill so
popular? Is it something your
mom passed down, or is it peer
pressure?
We’ve all heard that it clears up
your skin, but we’ve also heard
that the pill can reduce your
fertility rate or that the pill can
increase your chances of getting

cancer or osteoporosis. So what
rumours can be believed?
The New Health Guide recently
revealed that the recent low-dose
pills are just as efficient at preventing pregnancy, and weight
gain isn’t an issue anymore.
A National Osteoporosis
Foundation study also found that
women on the pill have a six per
cent lower spinal bone density
than women who aren’t on the
pill. This is because the pill keeps
estrogen levels stable, whereas
naturally-produced estrogen ebbs
and peaks—and it’s these peaks
in estrogen that stimulate bone
development.
Some pills increase the risk of
blood clots in the legs, but this
should only worry those who
have a family history of clots or if
they are a smoker. Going on the
pill can, however, reduce a woman’s testosterone levels, which can
decrease her libido.
According to Health.com the
most common side effects are
headaches, dizziness, breast tenderness and nausea. These side

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/renewleeds

Birth control pills have become the most popular form of contraception. They’re safe, but
for some people they could have side effects.
effects are common, but should
go away after a couple months.
Moreover, if you thought you had
escaped the mood swings by going on the pill, then, surprise: you
may not have. Hormonal methods
of birth control have been known
to cause mood swings or depression, but a doctor can prescribe an
antidepressant as well to combat
this effect .
Recently, there has been
a focus on the psychological
problems with women on birth
control. Recent articles in The
Daily Mail, Healthy Living, and
Psychlogy Today have shown
that while on birth control, a
woman’s hormone-driven preferences in regards to whom she
finds attractive may not be the
same as when she’s not on birth
control. Some studies have even
suggested that a woman on the
pill is more attracted to a person
who is genetically similar to her,
which could lead to evolutionary
problems.
Some theorists have also associated birth control with the

rising number of immunity disorders. An article in Scientific
American even went as far as to
connect birth control to the rising divorce rate.
According to new research out
of the United Kingdom, published
in Psychoneuroendocrinology,
when a woman is on the pill she
will be more attracted to a man
with more feminine features,
smaller jaw and smaller face
rather than a masculine looking
man. If the woman then ends
up marrying the man they meet
while on the pill, they fall out of
love when they stop taking the
contraceptive.
Dr. Lori Limacher, a registered
marriage and family therapist in
Calgary, takes a different perspective. She states that even if these
studies are scientifically accurate,
there is more to how we choose
to be in a relationship with someone.
“Generally, this is not how we
conduct ourselves in Western
culture around relationships. Attractiveness and love

is a multi-dimensional, and
extremely complicated issue,”
says Limacher.
“These myths could impact
women by having them doubt
the upside of protection from unwanted pregnancy [...] my concern is always that a knee jerk
response to information that is
not capturing the bigger picture
might misinform women and add
fear.”
Most importantly, it’s up to a
woman what the right decision
is in regards to the right form of
birth control for her.
Rachelle McGrath, Health
Education Coordinator, states
that research and theories about
psychological effects are still in
the informative stages.
“It’s hard to classify as either a
fact or a myth without more information.”
The key is education. Stay
aware of the known side effects
and don’t be swept away by just
any story you read. Not every
theory is here to stay.
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NCIF
Naïve
Co-existing
in Faith

Jacqueline Eaton
Faith Columnist

On Jan. 19, I had the immense
privilege of attending a lecture
that was all about equipping
atheists to convert people of faith
to atheism. It was a “how-to” on
saving the faithful from their
delusions and convincing them
to abandon “complete silliness.”
The speaker, Peter Boghossian,
came onto the stage and before
he started his lecture, asked if
the technical crew could turn
the stage lights down a bit as he
was being blinded. Which, he
surmised, must be exactly what
it feels like being in a church.
Quips such as this were woven
into his speaking, which were
followed by uproarious laughter.
Most of which, I must admit, I
was part of.
Most people of faith are not
unaware of how delusional
we can sound to those who do
not prescribe to such beliefs.
Honestly, I’ve said things to
friends in my own faith that they
thought sounded crazy. That is
part of the joy of living in such
a varied and multi-cultural
society. We can have differing

views and still be friends. But is
that always the case?
Boghossian does not seem to
think that the faithful and the
non-faithful could co-exist well
in society. Does that mean he
harbours ill feelings towards the
faithful? No. However, he firmly
believes that beliefs bred out of
faith are nothing but delusions
and are extremely harmful when
allowed to permeate society.
I don’t entirely disagree
with his viewpoint. I know
that there are certain laws and
restrictions that people of faith
have interpreted out of holy
books that are harmful and/or
extreme. So it got me thinking,
can different beliefs and nonbeliefs systems flourish interculturally?
We Canadians often pride
ourselves on being tolerant. In
theory, being tolerant sounds
ideal, but is it? How would
you feel if your best friend
“tolerated” you? Would you feel
nurtured if your mother told
you your whole life that you
were “tolerated?” People long
to be loved, appreciated and
accepted. Tolerance doesn’t even
come close to hitting any of those
marks.
Tolerating other beliefs in
Canada usually means that
anyone can think and believe
whatever they want as long as it
doesn’t “infringe on me and my
rights,” some might say. “You
can build your holy places and
celebrate your holidays as long
as it doesn’t get in the way of
me and mine.” This works for a
time, but gets complicated when
you start bringing up issues of
education, segregation, marriage
and abortion.

Up to $400 CASH Daily
Landscaping
PropertyStarsJobs.com

Photo courtesy: Facebook

Peter Boghossian preaches the bad of faith and religion. His
new book, A Manual for Creating Atheists, is a step-by-step
guide for anyone who wants to know how to convert.
Ultimately, most religions
function in a communal way.
Faiths were meant to shape
entire societies and overflow
into governance. We say that
people are free to believe and
practice whatever they want, but
when restrictions are placed on
how far those things can reach,
ultimately, no one is free.
Jehovah’s Witnesses and
Mormons are required to
proselytize — Christians believe
in evangelizing. Certain Muslims
believe in being segregated from
women (York University, in
recent news). All of these actions
intrinsically impose on the way
other people live their lives.
Peter Boghossian’s book is
called “A Manual for Creating

Atheists.” Ironically enough, the
methods outlined in his book and
his lecture follow the exact same
pattern that I was taught on how
to teach people about the hope
in Jesus.
When questioned, Boghossian
even conceded that heaven was
the greatest hope anyone could
believe in, if it wasn’t founded
in complete delusion of course.
So maybe I’ve been blinded by
teachings of hope through faith,
but who’s to say Boghossian isn’t
teaching blindness of a different
kind?

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
The unique, highly supportive and
inclusive 2-year Bachelor of Education
program at St. Mary’s University College
will prepare you to be a leader in
your career as a teacher in both
Catholic and public schools
Learn more and apply at

STMU.CA/TEACH
APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN
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Get wet
and wild
with lube
Slick, sleek and
frictionless

Photo: Cameron Perrier

Cameron Perrier
Sex Columnist

As a gay man, lube is pretty
much essential to my sex life. It’s
handed out at pride festivals like
candy and every how-to on gay
sex emphasizes the need for the
slick stuff.
However, to my vaginally-inclined readers, lube can often be
an overlooked accessory for your
sex life (unless you are prone to
dryness). It’s certainly something
to keep in your goodie drawer to
add some extra zip to your sessions.
The topic of lube is ironically
a dry one, so bear with me as I
guide you through this wet and
wild subject.
For starters, lube can prolong
a good romp, increase sensation
and take you and your partner
into new realms of pleasure and
sensitivity.
Gay or straight, lube is an absolute requirement for anal.

Water-based lube is generally
good for all types of fucking and
works with all forms of protection. It’s easy to clean off and
doesn’t stain, so no one will know
you fucked on the couches by recreation. Water-based is also the
best to use with the dildos and vibrators I know you all readily use.
Oil-based lube can double as
massage oil (very good foreplay,
I mean, butt massages!) and is
great for giving hand jobs. But be
forewarned: latex condoms will
easily erode with oil-based lube
and it can be quite messy to clean
up because it’s so thick. Who
would have thought - for once,
thickness isn’t a good thing. Baby
oil falls into this category.
Silicone lube is the queen bee
of the lubes, lasting the longest,
and it’s waterproof – so shower
fuckers rejoice! The downside
is that silicone lube and silicone
toys don’t mix. The lube will actually turn silicone toys into gummy
mess and no one wants that happening inside of them.
Don’t have a friend to share
the fun with? Worry not; a good
personal lubricant is perfect for
making a stroke session much
more interesting. Adding a bit
of lube just gives so many more
options. You can stroke at different speeds, use one or both hands
or even tickle your back door (if
you’re so inclined.)

It’s good to keep in mind that
when it comes to lube, there is
such a thing as too much. About
a dime-sized dollop is enough
for both partners to get primed
for fucking. Anal requires plenty
more as the anus is not graced
with the self-lubricating function
of the vagina.
The type of lube you end up
sticking with is ultimately a personal preference. Some lubes
will feel right and others won’t.
Barbara Walters likes Astroglide,
I like KY.
It takes a little trial and error
and the key is to listen to your
body. If there is any irritation or
if it burns like a motherfucker,
move onto the next one. There
are plenty of options, like warm
or tingling sensations, long-lasting, his and hers, flavored and
even clitoris-arousing. The list
goes on and on!
Clearly you’ll need to have a lot
of sex to test each one out, which
I fully support!
Now you might wonder if a
lube substitute can work, like
baby oil, or even food items like
olive oil and Crisco. Long story
short: while it might save your
wallet, using anything other than
actual lube can leave you with
infections and won’t often mix
well with condoms, so it’s best to
stick to what’s on the shelf in the

Have a smooth
entrance with the
help and beauty
of lube!
Add a little
kick to your
sex life by using
this wonder.

pharmacy.
You also might think that using
a moisturizer or other lotions is
another way around it, but let me
tell you a little story. As a horny
teenager back in high school, I
was too embarrassed to go to the
drug store and grab a bottle of
lube for some solo play. Thinking
it was harmless, I used some
lemon-scented Vicks VapoRub to
polish my rocket. While it worked

great as a lubricant and my dick
was citrus fresh, the burn for a
few hours after was not worth it
at all!
So please, I beg of you: stick to
the real stuff!

Photo : Cameron Perrier

Lube is an important part of everyone’s sex life. Just bring
a towel, because things could get messy.

Ask Lex
Web exclusive: our new Advice
Columnist wants to hear from you!
Alexa Rivas-Bath
Advice Columnist
Is student life stressing you out?
Seeking help with love life, family life, or friendship problems?
In need of an unbiased opinion?
That’s why I’m here. I have an
open mind, I love to listen and
can help give you a new (or renewed) perspective.
I am currently a psychology
major at Mount Royal University
with a passion for understanding human behavior and helping
others with life’s little (or not so
little) problems, and approach
everyone with the same honesty and compassion I give to my
friends.
I also have extensive knowledge of astrology and often use
astrological insight to help my

friends and myself make sense of
relationships in our lives; and no
I’m not talking about the fluffy,
“scratch the surface” horoscopes
that you find in newspapers, but
rather, in-depth and extensive
information. Ever wondered
why you seem to make the same
relationship mistakes with the
same type of person? Can’t figure
out why you just don’t get along
with that one person? Astrology
just might hold the answer! If
you are seeking astrological advice, don’t hesitate to include
your birth date in your submissions. Keep in mind that all
submissions will be kept confidential.
Submissions can be sent to
thereflector@therelflector.ca. I
can’t wait to hear from you!

DEPARTMENT LEAD
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Your Students' Association

students’ association
of mount royal university

BRINGING LIVE MUSIC TO YOU!

4:00PM–6:00PM
FEATURING MRU’S PERFORMANCE
JAZZ CREDIT PROGRAM

students’ association

SAMRU STUDENT HEALTH & DENTAL PLANS

of mount royal university

OPT-OUT DEADLINE
FAMILY ADD-ON DEADLINE
Friday February 7, 2014 at 4:00 p.m.
Student Benefits Plan Office

Room Z001 Wyckham House Student Centre • Phone: (403) 440-6267, Fax: (403) 440-8980,
www.mystudentplan.ca/mtroyal, email: mtroyalplan@mystudentplan.ca

Over $20,000 in
scholarships, awards
and bursaries!

DEAD
Febru LINE
a
ENTER ry 28!
TODA
Y!

Submit applications to the SAMRU
reception in room Z222 by 4:30 pm
February 28, 2014. Application forms are
available in the E - Awards booklet, reception
in Z222 or online at www.samru.ca

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

samruBuzz

students’ association
of mount royal university

arts

Arts Editor
Becca Paterson
artseditor@thereflector.ca

B-listed
Netflix’s best of the worst
Becca Paterson
Arts Editor

Let’s Scare Jessica
to Death
Released: Aug. 1971
89 minutes

If you’re a fan of the classic coming-of-age buddy comedy, then
Accepted is for you. Starring
Justin Long and Jonah Hill,
Accepted is the older sibling of
the ever-popular high school tale.
The story follows Barnaby Gaines
(Long) and his gang of friends,
none of whom were accepted
into any colleges – that is, except for his best friend, Sherman
Schrader III (Hill), who was ac-

cepted into his father’s alma mater. Under a lot of pressure from
his father to make something of
himself, Barnaby’s rejection from
every college leaves him deperate. So, instead of disappointing his father, Barnaby creates
his own college, South Harmon
Institute of Technology (S. H. I.
T.). But to his surprise, hundreds
of students show up for orientation day — all of whom received

acceptance to South Harmon.
When Harmon College - the real
university in town - catches wind
of S. H. I. T., Barnaby has to fight
to keep his scam alive.
Accepted is surprisingly touching for a film built around the
most clichéd college-kid stereotypes, and has just enough crude
humour and slapstick comedy to
be worth watching.

find a squatter, Emily, living in
their new home, who they ask
to stay (yes, that actually happens). When Jessica notices that
Woody is smitten with Emily,
Jessica convinces her to stay
indefinitely. Soon, things get
spooky as Jessica begins seeing
a young, mute girl appearing and
disappearing about the property.
What’s worse, the visions are no
longer just in Jessica’s head.

Released: Aug. 2006
92 minutes

of the desert and sets off on the
strangest killing spree imaginable.
From humble beginnings —
like crushing an old can and a
used water bottle — Robert soon
sets off in search for bigger and
better kills: people.
As it is mentioned in the opening of the film, Rubber is an homage to the “for no reason” aspect
of many popular film plots, and

that is very evident throughout
the film. It will definitely leave
you with many unanswered
questions to say the least. Rubber
is a worthy attempt by Dupieux
at experimenting with the medium of film. If nothing else,
it is an excellent way to put off
writing your paper for another
82 minutes.

Rubber

Film:

Art:

Information Design Movie
Night
Jan. 31, 6:30 p.m. – Jenkins
Theatre
MRU’s Information Design
Program presents the
premiere showing of
Design & Thinking, a film
that explores how design
can influence thinking and
innovation.

Between Then and Now
Every Wed. – Fri. in Feb. –
Untitled Art Society
Part-multimedia, partinstallation, this piece
by Emily Geen focuses
on “fluid exchanges and
multiform dialogues that
occur between the act of
photographing and the
process of time.”

However, Let’s Scare Jessica to
Death no longer holds the same
level of fright as it may have in
the early 70s. In fact, between
the slow pacing and the lacklustre visuals, it is actually quite
funny and definitely my first top
pick for the best bad movie I’ve
seen on Netflix.

Accepted

ing on the live-version roles of
Timmy Turner and Tootie, respectively, this film sees Timmy
at age 23, struggling to stay
young forever. Still in the fifth
grade and living at his parents’
house, growing up for Timmy
means losing Cosmo and Wanda
forever, which definitely means
he cannot fall in love. Cue
Tootie, who starts to fill Timmy’s
Love Meter, and puts Cosmo and

Released: July 2011
61 minutes

OUT’N
ABOUT

Considered by some a classic
in the horror genre, Let’s Scare
Jessica to Death is a low-budget
film that follows Jessica, her husband Duncan, and their friend
Woody. The trio have all moved
from New York to Connecticut,
following Jessica’s recent release
from a mental institution due to
her constantly hearing voices in
her head. But when the three arrive at the old Bishop place, they

For those of us who grew up
watching Timmy Turner’s adventures in Dimmsdale with his
Fairy Godparents, Cosmo and
Wanda, this choice is for you.
Loaded with nostalgia, A Fairly
Odd Movie celebrates the 10th
anniversary of Fairly OddParents
with a live-action rendition of
the beloved cartoon. With Drake
Bell and Daniella Monet (both of
former Nickelodeon fame) tak-

A Fairly Odd Movie:
Grow Up, Timmy
Turner!

When you sit down to watch
Rubber, be prepared for a seriously bizarre hour-and-a-half.
Written and directed by French
filmmaker Quentin Dupieux, and
premiered at the 2010 Cannes
Film Festival, Rubber opens with
a group of spectators gathered
in the desert to watch a “film”.
As it turns out, the “film” follows
Robert, a rubber tire that suddenly comes to life in the middle

Let’s face it: we all have those nights where we need to curl up in front of the TV or computer screen to
take in as many crappy movies as possible. Or maybe you find yourself in the early hours of the morning
craving a horrible horror flick. Either way, Netflix’s catalogue is full of B-movie selections to satisfy that
very need. So many movies, in fact, that it can be difficult to find one that suits your tastes – especially
with the non-user-friendly browsing on the site. So here is my list of go-to comfort films when a B-list
movie is what I really want:

Wanda’s future with Timmy in
jeopardy.
A Fairly Odd Movie is surprisingly accurate to the animated
TV series, with everything from
the cartoon style of Mr. Turner’s
necktie and Crocker’s strange,
hyperbolic enthusiasm when it
comes to capturing Cosmo and
Wanda. In any case, this film will
get you right in the childhood.

Released: Nov. 2010
82 minutes

Music:

Musicians Care for Kids
Feb. 12, 7:30 p.m. –
Flames Central
The fifth annual
Musicians Care for Kids
concert will be back to
support the homeless
youth in Calgary,
benefiting the Avenue 15
Youth Housing Shelter.

Laughs:

Debra Digiovanni
Feb. 1, 7:30 p.m. – Jack
Singer Concert Hall
After breaking into the
comedy scene in 2000,
Digiovanni now brings
her “lovable, confident,
and [awkward]” style to
the stage, making for a
fun-filled evening.
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Alberta’s Destination University. Make it yours.

What can
the past
teach
you about
tomorrow?
This is just one question that Karissa Patton (BA ‘13) is asking at the
University of Lethbridge in the Master of Arts program.
The MA program at the U of L offers you a personal and customized degree so you can answer the questions that
interest you the most. You will explore innovative and interdisciplinary areas of research while working alongside faculty
members who are world-renowned experts in their fields.

Apply by February 1 for Summer 2014 or Fall 2014. All applicants will be
considered for the School of Graduate Studies Award of Excellence worth $10,000.

For more information, visit: www.uleth.ca/graduatestudies

gradstudies-workingversion-sk.indd 2

Celebrating 30 years
of Excellence

14-01-14 5:10 PM
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MRU gets a new library
Book exchange box pops up on Main Street
Becca Paterson
Arts Editor
Mount Royal University’s library
had its first expansion earlier this
month, but it had nothing to do
with the new learning centre expected to open in 2017. Instead,
a small wooden cabinet was
placed on Main Street, filled with
books for students to read.
The project is known as the
Little Free Library (LFL) and
the idea is that each location is
home to a free book exchange.
So, if you’re looking for a book,
you can find something new to
read, and if you’re finished reading a book, you can leave it at
any LFL. As a result, the catalogues of each LFL is unique and
constantly changing — so there
will always be something new.
As the name implies, each Little
Free Library is completely without cost to users, and operates
based on the involvement of the
community.
The idea is the brainchild

of Todd Bol from Wisconsin.
Modelled after an old schoolhouse, he built the first LFL in
2009, and the premise quickly
caught on. Since then, these
boxes of books have been popping up all over the world, and
thanks to Calgary Reads, we
have one right here at Mount
Royal.
“It really connected with the
work we do at Calgary Reads,
of course, trying to get more
books into the hands of people,
and trying to get people really passionate about books,”
said Anita Hofer, Director of
Communications at Calgary
Reads.
“It’s really an excellent community builder as well, because
people will deliberately go out
of their way to visit maybe their
neighbour’s Little Free Library or
maybe the Little Free Library on
the next street, and people really
start talking about books, and
sharing their favourites [...] It’s
just a fabulous project for us to
get behind.”
Calgary Reads has spon-

sored six LFLs so far, and is hoping to add to that in the future.
“We actually did a Little Free
Library launch in the Fall. We
started our own sort of miniproject where we’re [got] folks
to build Little Free Libraries for
us and match those up with artists. We had a number of really
amazing Calgary artists do some
of our Little Free Libraries,” said
Hofer. Lane Shordee, a local
“scavenger artist” who repurposes construction waste and other
tossed-away items into works of
art, was the creative force behind
the décor of Mount Royal’s LFL.
“We want to get all of the Little
Free Libraries in Calgary registered on a map that we can have,
so we’re working towards that,”
added Hofer.
In an email, Hofer also said
that the project recently received a grant from The Calgary
Foundation, so more LFLs are on
the way.
According to Hofer, the purpose of the project is to foster a
strong sense of community centred on a love and passion for

Weird music

Photo courtesy: Anita Hofer / Calgary Reads

Next time you walk down Main Street, stop by the Little Free
Library and find yourself something new to read.
reading.
“We’re just trying to connect it
to people that we knew would really be energized by having one,”
said Hofer. “I think that if people
know there’s a way for them to
get involved, either by building,
painting or having one. Also,
people should know that they
can build their own. It’s not like
they have to get one from us.
They can go ahead and just do

it – it’s not like they need to get
permission from us.”
To get involved yourself, contact Calgary Reads at volunteer@
calgaryreads.com. You can also
follow Mount Royal’s Little Free
Library on Twitter at @LFLMRU.

Start your career at
The City of Calgary.

Canadian independent artists will soon have
Wyrd Distro, a new platform to sell their work
Becca Paterson
Arts Editor
The underground music scene is
gearing up to get much better for
independent Canadian Artists.
Weird Canada, one of the country’s largest underground music
communities, will launch Wyrd
Distro on Feb. 15. Wyrd Distro
will be an online platform for
Canadian artists to sell their music and merchandise.
According to the Wyrd Distro
FAQ on the Weird Canada website, “few emerging Canadian
artists or labels have the necessary business acumen, marketing, guile and social savvy to
effectively market and sell their

music — leaving a great majority
of Canadian talent unknown to a
larger audience. Canadian musicians are scattered across the
country, connected only by new
online curators and scattered but
avid fans.”
The FAQ goes on to say: “The
problem of selling, purchasing,
and distributing independent
music is old, but the magnitude
has increased. The internet has
made previously scarce information about DIY music widely available to new Canadian
consumers, resulting in digital
information overload and causing fans to turn to curators like
Weird Canada to discover new
music.”

Wyrd Distro, then, will be a
place for music-lovers and record stores alike to discover new
Canadian talent through an online platform that makes each
artist’s work accessible and available. Further, this new platform
will benefit the artists greatly,
as none of the distribution deals
will be exclusive, and prices are
largely to be set by the artist.
To celebrate the launch of
Wyrd Distro, Weird Canada will
be holding free events across the
country – including one here in
Calgary – that will feature prizes,
bands, and a “cross-Canada digital Hangout with Marie Flanagan
and Aaron Levin.” This event
will be on Feb. 15.

RED WORDS

Come visit us on Feb. 4, 2014.

Would working for
The City work for you?
The City of Calgary employs more
than 15,000 employees. They come
from diverse backgrounds and work
in more than 500 lines of business —
from water services, engineering and
transportation to environmental safety
and management.
The City of Calgary will be attending
the University of Calgary Career Expo.

Call for submissions

Learn about working for The City and

Have something to say?

Tuesday, Feb. 4, 2014

the exciting summer and entry level
positions we have available.

Red Words 5th Edition is looking for submissions

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Upper track - Jack Simpson Gym

Artistic photography,short stories,
art work, poems, essays (500 words max).

Submission requirements :

s !BORIGINAL CONTENT!BORIGINAL EXPERIENCES  AND UP
s !RTWORK
s 0HOTOGRAPHY
s %DITED MSWORD DOCUMENTS

send to nsc@samru.ca

2013-1814

Apply today.
Visit calgary.ca/careers
calgary.ca | contact 311

students’ association
of mount royal university

Onward/ Maintaining The City as an employer
of choice to attract and retain skilled workers.
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Death Set
King Babies EP
Photo: David Wenzel

Dim Mak
Score: B

Formed in 2005 in Sydney,
Australia, but now based out
of New York City, three-piece
art punk band The Death
Set already has more than a
handful of albums and EPs
under their belt. King Babies
is a four-track collection, and
is the latest of the group’s
releases.
King Babies grabs your attention
with the extremely high energy
opening track “Lite the Fuse”,
and never lets you go. “Think
Shank” keeps the energy up
in an aggressively punk track.
“Soar Away” slows down – but

just barely – to fuse hip-hop
elements with their distinctly
punk style, something the band
is known for. Finally, the album
closes with “The Enemy”, a
more electronic fusion than
“Soar Away” and the perfect
ending to the collection.
The milestone 500th release
for label Dim Mak, King Babies
does not disappoint with its
ultimately unique spin on the
classic punk genre.
—Becca Paterson

Photo: Becca Paterson

CAPTION CAPTION CAPTION CAPTION CAPTION

Coeur de
pirate
Trauma
Dare to Care
Records
Score: A+

One-man-band
plays The Hub
Shane Philip brings good vibes for disaster relief
David Wenzel
Contributor
At his Jan. 22 show at The Hub,
one-man-band Shane Philip certainly didn’t fail to impress students, faculty, and visitors alike.
Masterfully playing the guitar,
didgeridoo, djembe and various
other drums and percussive instruments — often at the same
time — Philip produced a unique
meld of tones that resounded
with the force of life. With a set
featuring both rapid, lively songs
and slow, relaxed pieces, his performance provided something
for everyone.
His fast-paced musical creations, mostly improvised on
the spot, roused audience members from their seats to dance.
At times, his music had people
completely filling the dance floor,
and drawing huge cheers from
the crowd.
“It hits your heart,” said Anna
Jessop, a former MRU student
attending the show. “It’s body
music and soul music.”
Often backed by his slide guitar or ukulele, and accented by a
self-made didgeridoo, his slower
songs resonated with serenity
and provided a beautiful contrast
to his more energetic tunes. A

master lyricist, Philip’s songs are
of nature, both personal and social change, and hope for a better
future. “Work and Play” reminded us to take a break and make
time for fun in our busy, overscheduled lives, while working
together to “change this Earth.
“It’s our link to Mother Nature
— that’s the link to our soul,” he
sung in “Connections”. Songs
like “Island Soul” encouraged
listeners to “hang up” their
“hang-ups.” “Outside the Box”
praised small businesses and
urged people to support locally
owned-and-operated stores.
“It’s my protest against big corporate giants bringing the little
guy under,” Philip said.
Playing for over two hours,
Philip drew from all four of his
albums and previewed some
tracks from an upcoming release. He also treated the audience to two Bob Marley covers,
“Exodus” and the crowd-pleasing
sing-along “Three Little Birds”.
Philip will be touring with The
Wailers, Bob Marley’s original
band, in March.
His performance at The Hub
was very well received, drawing a good crowd and favorable
reviews from Hub staff and patrons.

The show was hosted by
Mount Royal’s Psychology
Student Society and Chess Club,
and helped to raise funds for disaster relief in the Philippines.
November’s devastating Typhoon
Haiyan has displaced nearly four
million people and destroyed
over one million homes. By the
end of the night, the benefit
show had raised over $350.
“Also what was raised was
awareness,” Philip commented
after the concert. “I think that’s
really important.”
On playing benefit shows, he
said “it’s a fantastic thing.”
Events like these bring people
together for a good cause, where
they can enjoy top-notch entertainment and make a difference
at the same time.
As Philip sings, “we gotta work
together, gotta help each other,
gotta make each other better.
That’s what this life’s for.”
For more information on
Philip, his music and future tour
dates, visit www.shanephilip.
com. You can also hear his music on his YouTube page: www.
youtube.com/shanephilipmusic.

French-Canadian singersongwriter Coeur de pirate,
a.k.a. Béatrice Martin, doesn’t
often release music in English—
but when she does, it’s very,
very good.
Trauma is the third Coeur de
pirate album, and it’s also
the fifth-season soundtrack
to a Quebec TV drama of the
same name. It’s also different
from Martin’s previous work
considering Trauma is sung
entirely in English, and is made
up entirely of acoustic covers.
But by the second or third

listen, you’ll start to forget that
the songs are not originals.
The album opens with Martin’s
brooding take on Bill Withers’
“Ain’t No Sunshine” and closes
with a cover of Bon Iver’s
“Flume”. The range of content
in between seems endless, but
it’s all characterized by the
signature softness of Martin’s
voice.
You definitely don’t want to
miss this album.
— Michelle Vaniersel

Neck Deep
Wishful Thinking
Hopeless Records
Score: C+

A relatively new group, Neck
Deep is a five-piece UK poppunk group that came together
in 2012. With two EPs already
released, Wishful Thinking
marks the group’s first fulllength studio album.
Opening with “Losing Teeth”,
a track about hanging on to
youth, this album hits all of the
topics a good pop-punk album
should. There’s unrequited
love in “Growing Pains”,
heartache in “Crushing Grief
(No Remedy)”, and what pop-

punk album would be complete
without a track about how hard
it is to be a teen? We find that
teenage agony in “Blank Pages”.
With the classic pop-punk feel,
Wishful Thinking is chock-full of
that upbeat tempo and angsty
feel reminiscent of the Blink
182 and Sum 41 glory days.
However, each track feels much
like the last, leaving the album
feeling rather repetitive as a
whole.
— Becca Paterson
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Sports Editor
Bobby Jones
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Sledge: for
able-bodied and
disabled alike
MRU student and
war-veteran, Mark Fuchko,
discusses the sledge experience
The Reflector: With the
Paralympics just days away, will
you be following our nation’s
teams closely?
Mark Fushko: I think I will
Photo courtesy: Facebook
try to follow certain sports that
I have specific interest in. I was Sledge hockey takes place every Monday and Wednesday from 7:30-8:45 p.m. at the
lucky with the military’s Soldier Markin MacPhail Centre.
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time I tried it I thought, “This is run-of-the-mill regular people, not wearing shorts. There are
awesome.”
there’s a handful of military also several programs offered
guys, including a guy from through Winsport, including Sit
TR: How do the rules vary Quebec who is on the national Skiing, which I believe [Bobby]
from standard ice hockey?
team right now. The military is going to come out and try in a
MF: All the rules are essen- has a large presence because of few weeks.
tially the same barring two minor all the injuries coming back from
differences. You can be assessed Afghanistan, but it’s all walks of
a penalty for “picking”. That’s life, people hurt in car accidents,
using the claws on the end of people with bad legs and congenPhoto courtesy: Facebook
the sticks to stab another player ital disabilities as well.
The Olympic torch came through Calgary on its way to
Vancouver in 2010.
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#s

22

states that have
legalized marijuana
will be represented in the
48th “Super Bowl” Feb. 2
that features the Denver
Broncos and Seattle
Seahawks

14

7

straight holes of
making bogey or worse
in the Farmers Insurance
Open matched Tiger Woods’
worst score on American
soil Jan. 25.

36

20

4

19

31

years in the CFL
was enough
for former Alouettes QB
Anthony Calvillo who
retired Jan 21. Calvillo won
Grey Cups in 2002, 2009
and 2010

points in 10 games
since Jan. 7 is pretty
impressive for Captain of
the Tampa Bay Lightning
Martin St. Louis, who did
not get the call for Team
Canada
Olympic appearances
have made Hailey
Wickenheiser Canada’s
official flag bearer in Sochi,
Russia

-year-old Canadian
Eugenie Bouchard’s
impressive run at the
Australian Open has put her
into the top 20 of the latest
WTA rankings.

stops earned Carey
Price his third
shutout of the season as
the Canadiens’ goaltender
gears up for the Sochi
Olympics

points, seven assists,
five rebounds and
five steals Jan. 27, made
Toronto Raptors’ point
guard Kyle Lowry the first
player to achieve that this
season
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Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.56)

Medium

Across
1 Musical ending
5 Take ___ at (try)
10 Ali _____ & the 40 thieves
14 Tons
15 Sierra ___
16 “Roots” author Haley
17 Falsehoods
18 Legal right
19 Italian bread?
20 Vanguard
22 Unable to see
23 Came down to earth
24 Dynamic start?
26 Airline to Oslo
29 What’s ___ for me?
31 Swimming
35 Fastener
37 Treehouse used by birds
39 Fraternal org.
40 Writer Wiesel
41 Entrances
42 Scraps
43 Granny
44 A Baldwin brother
45 Be
46 Main dish
48 Identical
50 ___ Lobos

51 Burn the midnight oil, studying
53 Anklebones
55 Main male
58 Every person
63 Former French colony of north-western
Africa
64 Intense hatred
65 Switch ending
66 Poker declaration
67 PC shortcut
68 Hill dwellers
69 Take down ___
70 Hallowed
71 The majority of
Down
1 Young cow
2 Potpourri
3 Active one
4 Baffled
5 Buzz in space
6 Occurring in late summer
7 Animated character
8 Writer Loos
9 Stake
10 Receptacle for voters ballots
11 Et ___
12 Capital on the Aare
13 Canned

21 Turn over
22 Bikini top
25 Tolkien tree creatures
26 View
27 Detective Pinkerton
28 Person of exceptional holiness
30 French beans?
32 Month of showers
33 Au contraire!
34 Quizzes, trials
36 Examining carefully
38 Pruning shears
41 Greek goddess of the earth
45 Slippery
47 Period of history
49 Burrowing rodent
52 Purple Heart, e.g.
54 Girder
55 What ___ mind reader?
56 Light source
57 Ballet bend
59 Bad habit
60 Yes ___?
61 Specks
62 Baseball’s “Walking Man” Eddie
64 Fed. fiscal agency
© BestCrosswords.com
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Our BBA in Sustainability and International Business enables you to complete your
third and fourth year full time on-campus. You’ll build an international network
while learning with like-minded students from around the globe, with real-world
guidance from expert instructors. We’re ready when you are: 1.877.778.6227.
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Crosstown
Smackdown
Crowchild Classic expected to
surpass 2013’s record-breaking
crowd
Bobby Danger Jones
Sports Editor
February. 6 marks the second
annual Crowchild Classic which
features both men and women’s
hockey teams, and goes down
at 5 p.m. at the Saddledome.
Mount Royal’s men’s squad (912-1) hope to repeat and beat
the surging University of Calgary
Dinos who have locked up a playoff spot and gone a perfect 20-02 as of Jan. 26.
The Cougars women’s squad
(7-14-3) as of Jan. 26, are hoping for better results in this edition of the Classic. They fell to
the Dinos last year, but the U of
C women’s team has not been
the dominant force they once
were. Now four-time Olympian
Haley Wickenheiser will be in
Sochi and has left the team, so
the Cougs’ have a good chance of
walking away with a W this year.
This will be an exciting event,
with tons of intermission competitions which will pit the schools

against one another, and the
word on the street is Mount
Royal will giving away some major prizes and swag.
The game (as always) is free
for students and alumni and the
CIS West record-breaking 4,000
spectators of last year will be surpassed. Get out, get your blue on,
support your Cougars and enjoy
a night of hockey at the dome
that is actually affordable.
Tickets will be distributed
through Adrenaline Source for
Sports, the Hub, MRU athletics
department, U of C Union offices,
bookstore and available the night
of the games at the Flames Ticket
Office. Pick yours up as soon as
possible. The pre-game warm up
will be hosted at the Hub Feb. 5,
and transportation to and from
the game will be provided by
Mount Royal game day, Feb 6.

Illustration: Jesse Beaudin

Cougars are on the hunt for Dino blood at the Crowchild Classic, Feb. 6 at the Saddledome.
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The Men’s Hockey team suffered a 1-6 setback against U of A Jan. 24.

Reflector Cougar of the Week
Yasmene Saghir, born and raised in Chestermere, AB,
is only 17 years old
What is your
biggest source of
motivation?

My family, they support me and
everything. They come to all
my games, all throughout high
school and now.

Do you have any
pre-game rituals?

I just stretch and listen to music,
just stay loose before the game.

YASMENE SAGHIR
BASKETBALL
Photo: Albina Khouzina

What did you want
to be when you
were little?
I wanted to be a doctor.

What is
your greatest
accomplishment as
an athlete so far?

Being able to play on a university
team, I’m also only 17, I’m super
young playing on a university
team, that’s a really big accomplishment for me.

Describe yourself as
a player?

I’m very vocal. Throughout practice, in games, I’m very enthusiastic and very supportive, I think.

Ultimate career
goal?
To win a championship.

How would you
describe your
coaching staff?

They know what their doing,
they’re very supportive, very educated and they put a lot of work
in this, so dedicated. They want
the best for the entire team.
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The one ring
to rule
them all

Hannah Cawsey
Photo Editor

Calgary hosts world’s largest
ringette tournament

Photo : Hannah Cawsey

There’s a real togetherness in ringette that you don’t get
in other sports, and it’s fast. It’s dynamic,” Calgary North
Nova coach Bob Stockton said.

The 28th annual Esso Golden
Ring tournament brought more
than 2,000 ringette players and
175 teams to Calgary, with participants playing a staggering
338 games.
The tournament is hosted every year on home ice and the
number of participating teams
continues to increase as the
Canadian-made sport grows in
popularity particularly amongst
women.
Bob Stockton, head Coach of
Calgary’s U19 North Nova, maintains that the sport is unique and
is nothing like its sister sport,
hockey.
“I coached hockey for 13 years
and in all honesty, ringette [is
harder] because of the passing
and the need to play together,”
Stockton said. “There’s a real togetherness in ringette that you
don’t get in other sports, and it’s
fast. It’s dynamic.”
The game was invented in
Canada in 1963 in North Bay,
Ontario, by Sam Jacks. Since
then, the game has become popular both within Canadian borders as well as in other countries
such as the United States and
Finland.
Jacky McCutheon, player on
team Nova and a Mount Royal
student, said she got into ringette after watching her friend
play eight years ago.
“It looked like a lot of fun and
I got into it and I absolutely love
it now,”

samru.ca
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Calgary North Nova’s, Jill Horne, takes the ring out of her
team’s end of the rink during a game against Drayton
Valley’s Velocity. Nova won 5-2.
McCutheon maintains that
the sport doesn’t get a lot of
press, and that the Golden Ring
is a great way to spread the word
about ringette.
“It’s good awareness for the
sport, we don’t get a lot of coverage anytime else. I think it’s a
good way to get young girls started and to get to know the game
a little bit.”
Defensive player for Nova, Jill
Horne, got into the sport at a
young age after first trying out
hockey.
“Both my brothers played
hockey and I didn’t really enjoy
it as much, so my mom found ringette and it kind of seemed like a
better solution.”
Horne agreed with McCutheon
that using the tournament is a
good way to spread the word
about ringette.
“It gives a huge awareness to
the rest of Canada, and the overall ringette community, on how

much fun it is,” Horne said.
McCutheon added that the
tournament allows them to play
teams with a different skill sets
that will help them improve as
players in the long run.
“We don’t get to play a lot of
out of town teams so when we
do it’s a good learning curve for
us because sometimes they’re a
lot harder than us so sometimes
it gives us an extra edge later on
in the season.”
Horne added that she looks
forward to the active, competitive atmosphere that the tournament brings to Calgary.
“There’s so many amazing
teams that come and play here,
see them and watch them play
makes you learn new things and
makes you want to be better,”
Horne said.
Calgary North Nova placed
second overall in their U19
B division after playing the
Rockyford Ringers on Jan. 19.
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“Being involved has given
me an amazing foundation
to make a difference.”
Eily Sweeney

former VP Student Life

“Winning the election and
serving as president was the
most exciting experience of
my undergrad.”
Travis McIntosh
former President

Submit your nomination form
before February 10th, 2014

samru.ca/vote

